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INTRODUCTION.
I am grateful for the opportunity to address the important issue of constitutional property
rights before this Committee. I would like to thank Chairman Leahy, Ranking Member
Sessions, and the other members.
As President Barack Obama has written, “[o]ur Constitution places the ownership of private
property at the very heart of our system of liberty.”1 The protection of property rights was
one of the main objectives motivating the establishment of the Constitution.2 Unfortunately,
the Supreme Court has often relegated property rights to second class status, giving them far
less protection than that extended to other constitutional rights.3 I hope that the Committee’s
interest in this issue will ultimately help change that.
The purpose of my testimony is to analyze Judge Sonia Sotomayor’s two most important
constitutional property rights decisions: Didden v. Village of Port Chester4 and Krimstock v.
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Kelly.5 Part I briefly sets the stage for the discussion of Didden by summarizing the Supreme
Court’s controversial decision in Kelo v. City of New London,6 and the political reaction it
generated. In Part II, I consider the Didden case itself, which goes even further than Kelo in
giving government a virtual blank check to undertake even the most abusive of
condemnations.7 Didden raises serious questions about Judge Sotomayor’s willingness to
protect property owners’ constitutional rights under the Takings Clause.8
Finally, Part III briefly considers Krimstock, a case where Judge Sotomayor authored an
opinion providing important protection for the property rights of suspects in criminal
investigations. Although Krimstock was not a close case in my view, it is of some importance
because the issue it addressed will be considered by the Supreme Court this fall in Alvarez v.
Smith.9
In this testimony, I take no position on Judge Sotomayor’s overall qualifications for a seat on
the Supreme Court. Although I find some aspects of her judicial philosophy troubling, she is
a capable jurist with an inspiring life story. My purpose here is to help ensure that proper
consideration is given to property rights issues, including some disturbing aspects of Judge
Sotomayor’s record on these questions.
I. THE KELO DECISION AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT TAKINGS.
The Supreme Court’s 2005 decision in Kelo v. City of New London and the controversy it
generated are the essential background to Judge Sotomayor’s ruling in Didden. The Takings
Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution requires that property can only be
condemned for a “public use.” Traditional public uses include those where the condemned
land is actually “used” by the public either by building a government-owned structure on it
(such as a road or a bridge), or by constructing a privately owned facility that the owner is
required to allow the general public to utilize, as a matter of law – such as a public utility.
In Kelo, the Supreme Court ruled that the condemnation of private property for transfer to
another private party in order to promote “economic development” was a permissible “public
use” under the amendment; indeed, it ruled that virtually any potential benefit to the public
counts as a “public use.”10 The Court upheld the condemnation despite the fact that the
condemned property would not be owned by the government, the general public would have
no right of access to it, and there was no legal requirement that the new private owners
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actually produce the promised “economic development” that supposedly justified the takings
in the first place. Kelo was arguably consistent with two previous Supreme Court decisions
that defined “public use” very broadly.11 But it was at odds with the text and original
meaning of the Fifth Amendment, which do not conflate “public use” with potential “public
benefit.”12 It also placed undue faith in the willingness of government officials to protect the
constitutional property rights of poor and politically weak. As historian and law professor
James W. Ely, Jr. has written, “among all the guarantees of the Bill of Rights, only the public
use limitation is singled out for heavy [judicial] deference” to the very government officials
whose abuses of power it is meant to constrain.13
Takings that transfer property to private owners pose greater risk of abuse than
condemnations for traditional public uses, such as government-owned facilities. Private-toprivate takings enable governments to condemn property for the benefit of politically
influential interest groups. They are also far less likely to be needed to overcome “holdout”
problems. Private developers who seek to assemble land for projects that provide genuine
economic benefits can generally do so without using the power of government to force
current owners to sell.14
A. Dangers of Unconstrained Eminent Domain Power.
Judge Sotomayor has said that she “strive[s] never to forget the real-world consequences of
[her] decisions.”15 The real world consequences of judicial failure to enforce public use
limitations on takings are bleak. Perhaps the most important shortcoming of economic
development condemnations is that they are often used to transfer property from the
politically weak to the politically powerful.16 It is not accidental that the Kelo condemnations
were in large part instigated by the influential Pfizer Corporation, which stood to benefit
from them.17 Similarly, the famous 1981 Poletown condemnations – in which some 4000
people were forcibly expelled from their homes in a Detroit neighborhood in order to
transfer property to General Motors to build a new factory – also benefited locally powerful
interests such as the United Auto Workers labor union and of course General Motors itself. In
both cases, the people displaced were mostly poor or lower middle class residents and small
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businesses with little political influence.18 It is difficult to imagine an economic development
condemnation that transfers property from a powerful interest such as Pfizer or GM to people
with little political power, and there are few if any such cases on record. Since World War II,
hundreds of thousands of Americans – most of them poor and lacking in political influence have been forcibly displaced by economic development, urban renewal, and “blight”
condemnations of the sort licensed by Kelo and previous Supreme Court decisions that allow
government to condemn virtually any property.19 As the National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People and other civil rights groups pointed out in an amicus brief
they filed in support of the property owners in Kelo, economic development takings continue
to disproportionately victimize poor and ethnic minority property owners.20
Since economic development takings are often driven by political rather than economic
considerations, it is not surprising that they generally fail to produce the economic
development that supposedly justified them in the first place.21 By destroying existing
businesses, homes, churches, and schools, they often inflict economic damage on
communities that outweighs whatever benefits they create. The problem is exacerbated by
the fact that, in most cases, neither the condemning authority nor the new private owner of
the condemned property is under any legal obligation to actually produce whatever economic
benefits were promised as justification for the taking. Predictably, this state of affairs gives
public officials and corporations an incentive to inflate claims of projected economic
benefits, which are then used as justifications for condemnation.22
In theory, voters could potentially monitor economic development takings and punish public
officials who approve abusive condemnations at the polls. In practice, such case-by-case
public monitoring is often difficult or impossible.23 Many condemnations are complex affairs
that take place out of the public eye. Moreover, it rarely becomes clear whether an economic
development has really produced any benefits until years after the fact. By that time, public
attention is likely to have moved on to other issues, and the offending political leaders are
unlikely to be punished at the polls as a result. For example, the 1981 Poletown
condemnations mentioned above never produced more than a fraction of the 6000 jobs that
were promised. But this fact did not become clear until the late 1980s, and the political
leaders who approved the condemnations never suffered any significant political
punishment.24

B. The Public Reaction to Kelo.
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Kelo led to a massive political backlash against eminent domain abuse, with over 80% of the
public disapproving of the decision. The ruling was also denounced by many political leaders
and activists from across the political spectrum, including Ralph Nader, Democratic
Representative Maxine Waters, and former President Bill Clinton.25 Since Kelo, forty-three
states have enacted reforms that purport to constrain the use of eminent domain for
“economic development.”26 Unfortunately, the majority of the new laws are likely to have
little or no effect because they allow economic development condemnations to continue
under other names, usually by means of blight condemnation statutes that define “blight” so
broadly that virtually any area qualifies.27 In these states, post-Kelo reform is likely to have
little impact because the new laws don’t actually impose any meaningful restraints on
eminent domain. “Business as usual” will probably continue under another name. For that
reason, judicial protection for property rights remains critical, especially with respect to the
rights of poor and politically weak populations.

II. THE DIDDEN CASE.
A. Factual Background.
In 1999 the village of Port Chester, N.Y., established a “redevelopment area,” giving
designated developer Gregg Wasser a virtual blank check to condemn property within it.
When local property owners Bart Didden and Dominick Bologna sought a permit to build a
CVS pharmacy in the area, Wasser demanded that they pay him $800,000 or give him a 50
percent partnership interest in the store, threatening to have their land condemned if they said
no. They refused, and a day later the village condemned their property.
Didden and Bologna challenged the condemnation on the ground that it was not for a “public
use,” as the Constitution’s Fifth Amendment requires. Their argument was simple and
compelling: extortion for the benefit of a private party is not a public use. Nevertheless, in a
short, cursory opinion, Judge Sotomayor’s panel upheld the condemnation.
To be sure, Wasser disputed part of Didden and Bologna’s account of the facts. He claimed
that in addition to offering Didden and Bologna the options of paying him $800,000 or giving
him a 50% stake in their business, he also offered to buy the land from them in exchange for
an $800,000 payment from him. Wasser’s proposal was extortionate even if he was telling
the truth. If Wasser's version of events is correct, he in effect gave Didden and Bologna two
options: pay him $800,000 or 50% of the proceeds of their project for the right to proceed
with the construction of a CVS on their land, or transfer the land to him in exchange for an
$800,000 payment from Wasser, in addition to the fair market value of the property
(ultimately estimated to be $975,000).
25
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If Wasser did make that additional offer, it was actually even less generous to Didden and
Bologna than the demand for a payment of $800,000. Wasser himself had estimated the
potential profits from the drug store project at $2 million. If the owners had accepted this
third proposal, they would have given up a total of $2.975 million ($2 million from the drug
store project and $975,000 in fair market value) in exchange for $1.775 million – a total loss
of $1.2 million. Under Wasser’s supposedly more generous alternative offer, he would have
gained 50% more in extortion money than he would have obtained had Didden and Bologna
given in to his alternative demand for a simple payment of $800,000.
If a Mafia don approaches a business owner says that he will break his legs unless the victim
either 1) pays him $800,000, 2) gives him a 50% stake in his business or 3) sells him the land
at a price $1.2 million below its value, that would surely be extortion. Wasser's offer was
exactly the same, except that his leverage was based on the threat of condemnation rather
than breaking the owner's legs. If this is not extortion using the threat of eminent domain as
leverage, then nothing is.
In any event, Judge Sotomayor’s panel was required to assume the truth of Didden and
Bologna’s version of events. The Second Circuit was reviewing the district court’s ruling on
the Village’s motion to have the plaintiffs’ case dismissed before going to a jury on the
ground that they had no possible legal basis for their suit under the Federal Rule of Civil
Procedure 12(b)(6). When considering such “a motion to dismiss, the facts in the complaint
are presumed to be true, and all reasonable inferences are drawn in the plaintiff's favor.”28
What is most frightening about the panel’s ruling is that it apparently concluded that Didden
and Bologna had no case even if their account of the facts was true.
B. Legal Implications for Property Rights.
1. Didden holds that even the most abusive “pretextual” takings are
constitutional.
Didden is probably the most extreme anti-property rights ruling by any federal court since
Kelo. It goes beyond Kelo in gutting protections for property owners against abusive takings.
It is also striking that Judge Sotomayor and her colleagues not saw fit to dispose of this
important case in a brief, unpublished summary order.
Although based partly on Kelo’s very broad definition of “public use,”29 Didden actually
exceeded it. Indeed, it validated precisely the sort of egregiously abusive pretextual
condemnation that even the Kelo majority considered to be unconstitutional. A pretextual
condemnation occurs when the official purpose of the taking is actually just a pretext for an
effort to benefit a private party. Justice John Paul Stevens’ opinion for the Court noted that
“the mere pretext of a public purpose, when its actual purpose was to bestow a private
benefit,” was not enough to count as a “public use.”30 As an example of such an
unconstitutional pretextual taking, he cited a case with far less extreme facts than Didden—a
28
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California district court ruling invalidating the condemnation and transfer of a 99 Cents store
to Costco.31 The taking had been rationalized on the ground that Costco might produce more
tax revenue and economic growth.32
Like the Didden property, the 99 Cents store was located in a redevelopment area subject to a
development plan.33 The rationale for the 99 Cents condemnation and transfer was at least
plausible, since the upscale Costco store might have generated more economic activity than
the 99 Cents store, and hence a public benefit. Nonetheless, the Supreme Court described the
99 Cents condemnation as unconstitutional because it was “a one-to-one transfer of property,
executed outside the confines of an integrated development plan.”34 In Didden, by contrast,
there was no plausible public benefit. Wasser’s plan for the condemned land was to build a
Walgreens pharmacy—virtually identical to Didden and Bologna’s plan to build a CVS
pharmacy.35 In any event, Didden and Bologna’s land would not have been condemned but
for their refusal to pay Wasser the money he demanded. As in 99 Cents, the mere fact that a
taking occurred in a redevelopment area should not have led the court to conclude that
anything goes. Under Kelo, a taking within a redevelopment area can still be invalidated as
pretextual.
Nearly all economic development takings occur in redevelopment areas of one type or
another. If the mere existence of a redevelopment area licenses otherwise pretextual takings,
then property owners are left completely unprotected against even the most abusive
condemnations.36
For these reasons, Didden was a grave error that undermined even the modest protection for
property owners mandated by Kelo. Since Kelo was decided, there has been considerable
disagreement over the question of what sorts of condemnations are to be invalidated as
“pretextual.”37 But if this case was not an unconstitutional pretextual condemnation, it is hard
to see what would be. A judge unwilling to invalidate the condemnation of property for
purposes of blatant extortion is unlikely to protect property owners in less extreme takings
cases.
A final disappointing aspect of Didden is the way in which the panel disposed of this
important constitutional issue in a single sentence that offered virtually no analysis:
[E]ven if Appellants' claims were not time-barred, to the extent that they assert that
the Takings Clause prevents the State from condemning their property for a private
use within a redevelopment district, regardless of whether they have been provided
with just compensation, the recent Supreme Court decision in Kelo v. City of New
31
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London . . . obliges us to conclude that they have articulated no basis upon which
relief can be granted.38
Judge Sotomayor and her colleagues offer no defense of their constitutional ruling other than
a misleading claim that it was required by Kelo – an unsupported assertion that simply
ignores the Kelo Court’s admonition that pretextual takings remain illegal.
2. The statute of limitations issue.
In addition to rejecting Didden and Bologna’s constitutional argument, Judge Sotomayor’s
panel also ruled that their claim was time-barred because it exceeded the relevant three year
statute of limitations. This, however, in no way vitiates the extreme nature of the decision.
First, it is essential to recognize that the panel clearly did rule on the substantive issue as
well.39 Thus, even if they were correct on the statute of limitations issue, they still committed
a grave error in their ruling on the vastly more important constitutional question.
Second, the Second Circuit’s conclusion that the property owners’ claim was time-barred is
completely dependent on their substantive ruling that a condemnation enacted within a
redevelopment area cannot be invalidated as pretextual. The panel ruled that Didden and
Bologna were required to challenge the condemnation of their property within three years
after its inclusion in a redevelopment area in July 1999. But their property was not
condemned at that time and Wasser did not make his extortionate threats until November
2003. Until then, it was impossible to file a pretextual taking claim because no pretextual
taking had yet occurred or even been threatened. Judge Sotomayor’s panel ruled that Didden
and Bologna’s case was time-barred because it assumed that there is no legal difference
between the mere declaration of a redevelopment area and the use of condemnation for
purposes of extortion. The panel’s seemingly technical procedural ruling was actually based
on a serious substantive error.

III. KRIMSTOCK V. KELLY.
Judge Sotomayor’s opinion in Krimstock v. Kelly,40 her other significant property rights
ruling, is much better than the summary order in Didden. In Krimstock, she wrote an opinion
invalidating New York City's policy of seizing and holding vehicles owned by suspects
accused of DUI and other offenses, and then retaining them for months or years at a time
without allowing the defendants to challenge the seizures in any kind of legal proceeding.
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Judge Sotomayor correctly ruled that this policy violates the Due Process Clause of the
Fourteenth Amendment, which mandates that citizens cannot be deprived of life, liberty, or
property without “due process of law.” One can certainly argue about how much process is
“due” in any given situation. But surely it is a violation of the Clause for the state to deprive
citizens of valuable property for many months without any judicial process whatsoever. That
is especially true if the deprivation imposes a substantial burden on the owner, as is often the
case when the property seized is a car. Perhaps little or no process should be required for a
very small deprivation of property; but surely more is “due” when the owner suffers serious
harm as a result of the government's seizure of her possessions. For these reasons, it is hard
to dispute Judge Sotomayor's conclusion:
A car or truck is often central to a person's livelihood or daily activities. An
individual must be permitted to challenge the City's continued possession of his or her
vehicle during the pendency of legal proceedings where such possession may
ultimately prove improper and where less drastic measures than deprivation pendente
lite are available and appropriate.41
The Krimstock case is similar to the recent Seventh Circuit decision in Alvarez v. Smith,42
which will heard by the Supreme Court this fall. Krimstock may actually have been a
slightly less egregious case because three of the owners of the vehicles in Alvarez had not
even been charged with a crime,43 while the seven plaintiffs in Krimstock had pleaded guilty
to the charge of driving while impaired (though forfeiture of property was not part of the
legally mandated sentence for this offense).44
Judge Sotomayor also participated in another ruling that upholding minimal procedural Due
Process Clause rights for property owners. In Brody v. Village of Port Chester, she was on a
panel that held that property owners subjected to takings were entitled to individualized
notice of the government’s plan to condemn their property and the time limit for challenging
it in court.45
In my view, Krimstock and Brody are relatively easy cases. Surely holding onto valuable
property for years at a time with no legal process at all is not “due process” under any
defensible definition. Similarly, even a minimalist interpretation of the Due Process Clause
requires that property owners be given notice of a city’s decision to condemn and the time
period for challenging it; otherwise, they could easily be deprived of any opportunity to
present their case whatsoever. However, the fact that the Supreme Court decided to hear
Alvarez and may end up reversing it suggests that we cannot take anything for granted.
Therefore, Judge Sotomayor does deserve some substantial credit for her opinion in
Krimstock.
CONCLUSION.
41
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Krimstock is a praiseworthy decision. But it does not fully offset Judge Sotomayor’s deeply
flawed ruling in Didden. For reasons described above, judicial enforcement of Public Use
Clause limitations on takings is vital for protecting the rights of property owners, particularly
the poor and politically weak. The procedural Due Process Clause protections Judge
Sotomayor enforced in Krimstock and Brody have great value. But ultimately, they are less
significant than the constitutional rules that prevent government from taking homes,
businesses and other property without any legitimate public use. For property owners, there
is only limited consolation in the fact that the government must provide notice and a hearing
before it takes their land for the benefit of well-connected private interests.
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